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Abstract
Protection of the environment and natural resources at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC) is of great
concern. An expert/information system to replace the paper-based KSC Environmental Checklist was
developed. The computer-based system requests information only as required and supplies assistance as
needed. The most comprehensive portion of the system provides information about endangered species
habitat at KSC. This module uses geographic information system (GIS) data and tools, expert rules, color
graphics, computer-based video, and hypertext to provide information.
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Summary
A decision support system project has been initiated to develop software to assist with environmental
and natural resource management at KSC. A module for this decision support system was developed
based an the paper-based KSC Environmental Checklist. This checklist must be completed before most
activities of significance can be conducted/completed at KSC. The paper-based checklist requires infor-
mation and expertise that those completing the checklist often don't have.
A prototype expert/information system based on this checklist was developed. This system was
developed using KnowledgePro Windows (an expert system and multimedia development tool) and PC
ARCNiew (a geographic information system (GIS) data display and analysis tool). The resulting system
requires a PC with Microsoft Windows and PC ARC/View. The checklist was implemented such that
users complete a computer-based checklist in a manner similar to completing the paper-based check list.
Based on items checked, the system requests additional information only as required. Users of the system
can request additional information to complete checklist items through hypertext links. The hypertext
links provide a variety of information. For example, one of the checklist items asks whether endangered
species habitat will be affected. Selection of this link accesses an extensive expert/information system
that provides information about KSC wildlife habitat, KSC habitat locations, wildlife species, and
wildlife habitat requirements. Much of the textual information in this section is based on a biodiversity
publication being prepared by NASA contractor personnel. Hypertext links are used to provide access to
this information. This system also makes extensive use of video clips, graphics, and GIS data.
The prototype system is in a usable form, but many additional features and capabilities should be
added. With ordy slight modifications, the habitat and wildlife module could be used as an educational
and training tool at KSC and many other locations including schools.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Kennedy Space Center (KSC) is not only home to many NASA activities but it is also home to 22
wildlife species listed as Endangered or Threatened on either the Federal or State lists. When NASA pur-
chased land for the development of KSC in the early 1960's, not all of the land was needed for the space
program. As a result, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in cooperation with NASA established the Mer-
ritt Island National Wildlife Refuge in 1963. Thus, the effects of NASA activities on the environment
and natural resources are of great concern.
A variety of monitoring and research activities are conducted by scientists at KSC to protect the KSC
environment and natural resources and to better understand the relationships between these systems and
NASA operations. These activities include: water quantity and quality monitoring and modeling (Dwor-
nik, 1984; Heaney et al., 1984; Bennett, 1989; Dierberg and Jones, 1989), soil resources inventory
development (Schmalzer and Hinkle, 1990a and 1991), climate monitoring (Madsen et al., 1989;
Drescbel et al., 1990; Mailander, 1990), wildlife monitoring (Breininger and Schmalzer, 1990; Dreschel
et al., 1991), and vegetation/habitat monitoring (Breininger, 1990; Schmalzer and Hinkle, 1990b; Provan-
cha and Hall, 1991).
To assist in protection of the environment and natural resources at KSC, an environmental checklist
must be completed prior to construction and many activities at KSC. The KSC Environmental Checklist
was recently developed for KSC along with a document to provide assistance in completion of the check-
list. Several of the checklist items that must be addressed require access to databases and information
that reside in various formats and at various locations at KSC. In many cases, this information is not well
documented and people requiring access don't know it exists. Other questions on the checklist can be
difficult to answer. Examples of such checklists can be found in KHB 8800.6.
The objective of this project was to develop a prototype expert/information system to assist with the
completion of the KSC environmental checklists. It is envisioned that this system would become part of
a larger environmental/natural resources decision support system that is being developed for KSC.
V
V
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II. RELATED LITERATURE
Environmental concerns and issues have and will continue to greatly shape the political agenda at
local, state, and national levels. Environmental considerations have become important components of
project planning as a result of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) (Liroff, 1976) (Bear, 1989)
and public pressures. Environmental considerations are often accounted for through environmental
impact assessments.
Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) requires the qualitative and quantitative prediction, analysis,
and assessment of the impacts of human activities on the environment. A variety of methods and tools
are used to perform EIAs. EIA techniques range from simple checklists and qualitative impact matrices
to complex computer-based approaches that use simulation, optimization, GIS, and expert system tech-
niques. The formats of these techniques range from narrative and qualitative descriptions to various
attempts at quantification and formalization, from monetization to graphical methods. The procedures
may involve experts, expert teams, panels, workshops, public hearings, and court proceedings (US EPA,
1992). The legal, procedural and institutional components of EIAs are important aspects but can vary
greatly from project to project.
Some of the EIA techniques that have been successfully used include:
• Graphic overlay methods (McHarg, 1968; Dooley and Newkirk, 1976)
• USGS Matrix (Leopold et al., 1971)
• Network Analysis (Sorensen, 1971; Sorensen, 1972)
• Cross-impact Simulation (Kane, 1972)
• EES Environmental Evaluation System (Dee et al., 1973)
• I-IEP Habitat Evaluation Procedures (US Fish and Wildlife Service, 1976)
• Decision Analysis (Keeney and Raiffa, 1976)
• WRAM Water Resources Assessment (Solomon et al., 1977; Richardson et al., 1978)
• EQA Environmental Quality Assessment (Duke et al., 1977)
• METLAND Landscape Planning Model (Fabos et al., 1978)
• Goals Achievement Matrix (Hill, 1968)
• WES Wetland Evaluation System (Galloway, 1978)
• AEAM Adaptive Environmental Assessment (HoUing, 1978)
• EQEP Environmental Quality Evaluation Procedure (Duke, 1979)
• CBA Cost-Benefit Analysis and related methods
• Mathematical modeling (Bonazountas et al., 1988; Forgensen, 1991)
• Interactive Systems Analysis and Decision Support (Fedra et al., 1987; Lein, 1989; Fedra 1991; Fedra
et al., 1991)
Additional details concerning EIA techniques can be found in Clark et al. (1984), Beanlands and Duinker
(1983), Tomlinson and Atkinson (1987), Bregman and Mackenthun (1992), Bisset (1988), and numerous
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Fedra (1992) describes several intelligent environmental information systems applications the Interna-
tional Institute for Applied Systems Analysis has developed. XSPILL is a dynamic analytical model to
simulate the propagation of an accidental spill of a chemical in a river. XSPILL integrates GIS, a river
simulation, a hypertext information system, and graphical visualization techniques. Another system uses
several simulations, finite element techniques, GIS, visualization techniques, and expert systems to simu-
late the movement of groundwater contaminants under various scenarios. Fedra (1993) describes the
expert systems that are used in the overall system in more detail. The system is used for the management
of hazardous waste, site selection and risk assessment of landfills, and the design and evaluation of
groundwater remediation measures.
Fedra (1991) describes a series of computer-based decision support systems to assist with environ-
mental, impact assessment. The decision support modules use expert systems, environmental assessment
checklists in rule-based formats, databases, GIS, simulations, and visualization techniques. Extensive
modules assess air quality, surface water quality, and groundwater quality.
Fedra et al. (1991) developed MEXSES, a rule-based expert system for environmental impact assess-
ment at a screening level, starting at an early stage of project planning and design. MEXSES uses
environmental assessment checklists in expert system form, databases, GIS, a hypertext explanation facil-
ity, and visualization techniques. The system was implemented on a UNIX workstation using X Win-
dows. MEXSES was successfully applied to the Lower Mekong Basin of Thailand.
Negahban et al. (1993) developed a GIS-based decision support system to assist with regional
environmental planning in the Lake Okeechobee, Florida basin. The primary contaminant considered by
the system is phosphorus from agricultural areas of the basin. Kowalski and Bagley (1993) describe the
US Army computer-based natural resources management system. Carlson et al. (1993) describe the Soil
Conservation Service (SCS) computer-based systems that assist with erosion control and water quality
protection. Garcia et al. (1993) developed a decision support system that uses GIS and habitat models to
quantify the quality of wildlife habitat. Shih and Mills (1993) developed a spatial and ecological forest
management system for upland central hardwood species of the US. Gough and Edwards-Jones (1993)
developed a knowledge-based system to provide EIA training. Gurganus et al. (1993) developed a
comprehensive educational/information transfer hypermedia program on environmental assessment. This
program makes extensive use of graphics and hypertext.
Denno and Brail (1993) describe a decision support system that uses GIS, models, video and graphics
to assist with transportation planning. Kindleberger and Meyers (1993) describe several applications in
which multimedia techniques and GIS are being integrated to develop decision support systems and train-
ing systems. The Home Ownership Counseling System they developed incorporates audio, video, anima-
tion, text, and GIS data to assist potential first time home buyers.
Many of the systems and techniques described above are applicable to this project and the larger KSC
environmental decision support system project.
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4III. PROCEDURES
3.1 Expert/Information System Development
The development of the environmental checklist expert/information system foUowed conventional
expert system development techniques (Jones and Barrett, 1989; Waterman, 1986). The focus of the
expert/information system was narrowed to the paper-based KSC Environmental Checklist. The project
was further narrowed to focus on items in the checklist for which the KSC Ecological Program and the
Remote Sensing and GIS Lab routinely provide information.
A conceptual design of the system was developed following discussions with those involved in the
larger environmental decision support system project. It was decided to maintain the checklist format of
the original KSC Environmental Checklist. Expert/information system modules would be accessed from
individual items in the checklist.
Several sources of information were collected for use in the system development. Environmental
checklists and environmental documents that are used at KSC were examined. Publications describing
work conducted at KSC related to the environment and natural resources were reviewed. Literature
describing EIA techniques and tools that are commonly used was reviewed as indicated in the Related
Literature section.
The sections that foUow describe the tools, information development and information collection pro-
cedures that were used. The system was developed on a 486 PC running Microsoft Windows. The sys-
tem utilized expert system techniques, hypertext, GIS, computer-based video, and graphics.
3.2 GIS Data Development and Documentation
Spatial data play an important role in the management of the environment and natural resources. As
described earlier, spatial data stored in GIS are often used in environmental impact assessment and other
systems for environmental management. Answers to several of the questions on the KSC Environmental
Checklist require the use of spatial data.
For this project, ARC/View (Environmental Systems Research Institute, 1992) was selected to display
and manipulate the spatial data. ARC/View is a tool for displaying, browsing, and querying geographic
or spatial data. ARC/View provides several significant advantages to this project. These advantages
include:
• Easy to use. ARC/View is entirely icon driven. Within a few hours, someone with no experience with
GIS tools can master the capabilities of ARC/View.
• Inexpensive. The cost of ARC/View for PCs and Macs is approximately $400 and for UNIX worksta-
tions approximately $900.
• Runs on multiple computers. ARC/View is available for PCs running Microsoft Windows, for Macs,
and for UNIX workstations.
• Personnel familiar with ARC/View. Several NASA contractor personnel have experience with
ARC/View.
• Supports multiple data formats. ARC/View is able to display spatial data that have various formats
including ARCflnfo and ERDAS.
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5The disadvantages of ARC/View to this project are listed below. However, several of these disadvan-
tages will be eliminated with the release of a new version of ARC/View in late 1993.
• Limited data analysis capabilities. ARC/View is only able to display spatial data and generate simple
tables of statistics. Additional data analysis capabilities wiU be included in the new version of
ARC/View. However, additional capabilities will mean a more complex tool and thus additional
training requirements/commitments.
• No data entry/modification capabilities. Data can't be entered or modified using ARC/View. Other
GIS tools must be used to modify or add data sets. The new release of ARC/View wiU eliminate
some of this problem. However, this again increases the knowledge of ARC/View that a user must
have.
Despite these limitations, ARC/View should provide the capabilities required early in the project and the
KSC environmental decision support project. If additional capabilities are required, the new release of
ARC/View or ARC/Info would likely be viable options.
3.3 GIS Data at KSC
Extensive GIS data sets have been developed for KSC by the KSC Remote Sensing and GIS Lab to
support ecological and habitat research and management. The data sets identified for use in this project
include:
• Vegetation types
• Habitat types
• Soils
• Wetlands
• Groundwater recharge areas
• Scrub jay habitat
• KSC boundaries
Other GIS data sets have been developed by KSC Master Planning. The data sets identified for use in
this project include:
• Roads
• Buildings and parking lots
• Water lines
• Sewer and storm drains
• Power lines
• Drainage ditches
• Railroads
Numerous otherGIS datalayersareavailablefrom theRemote Sensingand GIS Lab and from Master
Planning. Portionsof the remaining data setswill be usefulto futuredecisionsupport system
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The above data sets listed above served as a starting point for development of the spatial data com-
ponent of the system. However, before using these data in ARC/View, additional data
labeling/documentation was required. Data from the KSC Remote Sensing and GIS Lab were stored in
ERDAS software formats. Altbough ARC/View could display these data without modification, the tabu-
lar reports of statistics aren't available for this format. Statistics are only available within ARC/View for
data in ARCflnfo formats. The ERDAS data were converted to the ARC/Info format as described in
Appendix A (Conversion of ERDAS GIS Data for Use in ARC/View). In addition to conversion of for-
mats, the addition of labels was required. For example, tile converted soil map contained only numerical
labels for areas and thus soil series names were added to the Info data tables. This process is also
described in Appendix A. Data from Master Planning were used without modification.
Once data layers were modified using the procedure described above, several views were constructed.
Within ARC/View, a view is a collection of GIS data layers and information about how to display these
data and the associated tabular data. A view defines the data that is to be displayed when it is opened, the
data that is available for display, the order of data layers in the display menu, data layer legends, and
other information. Several views were developed to support the different components of the expert sys-
tem.
3.4 Expert System Development Tool
Expert system development tools are usually used to facilitate the development of expert systems
(Engel et al., 1991). For this project, KnowledgePro Windows (Knowledge Garden, 1991) was selected
as the expert system development tool. KnowledgePro Windows supports both object-oriented and rule-
based programming approaches. The reasons for its selection include:
• Preferred computer for delivery. The preferred computer for delivery of the prototype system is a PC.
• Multimedia capabilities. KnowledgePro Windows supports PC multimedia extensions and provides
several multimedia capabilities. Graphics and hypertext can be easily incorporated within applica-
tions using KnowledgePro commands.
• No runtime license. KnowledgePro Windows applications do not require the purchase of a runtime
license.
o Interaction with other Microsoft Windows applications. KnowledgePro Windows runs under Micro-
soft Windows and thus interacts weU with other Windows applications including PC ARC/View.
3.5 Habitat Module
One of the checklist questions asks whether endangered species habitat will be affected. To answer
this question, an extensive expert system module was developed. A publication on biodiversity at KSC
(currently under development) served as the starting point for this module. This document contains
extensive descriptions of wildlife species at KSC, habitat descriptions, and wildlife species habitat
requirements.
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The major sections of the habitat module include:
• Habitat descriptions
• Habitat locations at KSC
• Species use of habitats
• Species descriptions
Existing GIS data layers were reclassified to provide a GIS layer showing the habitat locations
described in the biodiversity publication. Numerous wildlife and habitat graphics were added to the
module. The process is described below.
3.6 Video Capture
Video footage of wildlife, habitat, and facilities at KSC was taken using a VHS video camera. Short
video clips ranging from 3 to I0 seconds were captured and compressed for use in the expert system
using Intel Smart Video Recorder hardware and software (Intel, 1993). Once captured, these video clips
can be played on a PC without the video board using Microsoft Video for Windows (Microsoft, 1992).
The runtime version of Microsoft Video for Windows does not require a runtime license and is easily
accessed from within KnowledgePro Windows applications.
The video was captured at a 160x120 pixel resolution at between 12 and 15 frames per second. This
resolution and speed was found to be the most effective option, given computer speed and file storage
requirements. A compressed video clip of 75 frames (provides 5 seconds of video at 15 frames/second)
required approximately 425 Kbytes of storage. This storage requirement was obtained using the compres-
sion algorithm recommended to obtain the highest quality video clips. Other compressiot_ options are
available but will degrade the quality of video clips. Video for Windows is capable of uncompressing
and playing compressed files at the speeds at which they were captured.
3.7 Graphics Capture
Slides and photographs of habitat and wildlife were captured using a scanner for the photographs and
a slide digitizing device for the slides. The digitized graphics were saved in the bmp (bitmap for Win-
dows) format. Graphics in this format were easily incorporated in KnowledgePro Windows applications.
v
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section describes the views developed for ARC/View and shows example screens from these
views. The computer-based environmental checklist is also described and example screens are provided.
Keep in mind however, these systems are difficult to describe because of their dynamic nature and should
be viewed on the computer to be fully appreciated.
4.1 Example Screens from ARC/View
Several views were developed in ARC/View using the GIS data layers described previously. These
views can be accessed from the appropriate locations in the expert/information system or used in a stand-
alone manner with ARC/View.
Figure 4.1 shows one of the views that was developed within ARC/View. The tools window (left side
of the figure) allows users to query the database, measure features, find areas impacted within a given dis-
tance of a feature, and zoom within the data displayed. The center portion of the figure shows the habitat
map for KSC. Using the tools menu, one can zoom to the location of interest and determine the type or
types of habitat that would be affected and generate statistics of interest. The right side of the figure
shows the data layers avaUable within the view and the legend for the habitat layer. Other data layers and
their legends can be displayed as desired.
Figure 4.2 shows a portion of the habitat layer from the previous figure. In this case, the user has
zoomed to an area of interest and selected a map polygon. A table for the polygon is displayed showing
the area, perimeter and habitat type. Other more complex tables of information are readily generated.
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9Figure 4.1 Portion of an ARCNiew Data View
Figure 4.2 Data Table from an ARC/View Data View
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4.2 Example Screens from tile Expert/Information System
This section describes the operation of the expertAnformation system and provides example screens.
Once the system is started, the user is asked to provide the same information as requested by the paper-
based KSC Environmental Checklist. A portion of the computer-based checklist is shown in Figure 4.3.
The mouse is used to check the appropriate items. Checking some items invokes questions that require
additional information. For example, indicating the that construction will be done in a flood plain
invokes a question requesting whether the construction will be in a 100 year or 500 year floodplain.
Items within the system that are underlined are hypertext links. Selecting these items with the mouse
provides additional information. For example, selecting Construction in wetlands provides access to a
GIS layer showing wetland locations and types at KSC.
Selecting the Endangered species habitat link from the checklist provides access to the habitat and
wildlife species expert/information system. Example screens are shown in Figures 4.4-4.8. After select-
ing the Endangered species habitat link, the user is presented a menu (Figure 4.4) requesting the type or
types of habitat that will be affected. Selecting habitat types provides additional information about that
habitat at KSC. Figure 4.5 shows the menu that is presented when the Scrub and Slash Pine habitat is
selected from the previous menu. Figure 4.6 shows the information displayed when the Species utilizing
Scrub and Slash Pine link is selected from Figure 4.5. This table lists the species that use this habitat and
describe how they use it. Each of the species is linked to additional information about that species as
shown in Figure 4.7 for scrub jays. Figure 4.8 shows a portion of the additional textual information avail-
able about scrub jays. The system user is returned one level (window) at a time after accessing additional
information to allow additional links to be explored.
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Does the eenstrucCion, installation, removal, activation, or
opex*otion of the proposed project involve: <Pill out one page
For each alternative consi&ered; See instructions, when in doubt.
check yes)
Alternative number and description: I J
0 YES 0 NO
0 YES 0 NO
0 YES 0 NO
O YES O NO
O YES O NO
C) YES O NO
O YES O NO
O YES O NO
O YES O NO
O YES O NO
Discharse of an9 substance to the environment
Land alteration, excavation, dewatering
er removal of vegetation
ConsTruction in wetlands
Construction in floodplain
Generation of ionizing or nen-lonizing radiation
or use of an_ radiat¢on source
Rsbe=tos-containing materials or facilities
pCB-contmqinatvd materlals or equipment
Generation of waste other than normal
conscruct ion wastes
Use or storage o£ Hazar_leus er Toxic Baterials
Rboveg_ound oF underground st:orage tanks
Figure 4.3 Portion of the Expert System Environmental Checklist
What types of habitat are found within the
a_ea of interest?
[] Estuarine Waters and Edge
[] Impounded Open Waler and Mud Flats
[] Salt Marsh
[] Cattail and Graminoid Marshes
[] Coastal Dune and Strand
[] Ocean Beach
[] Scrub and Slash Pine
[] Broadleaved Forests
[] Miscellaneous Disturbed {e.g. citrus. Brazilian Pepper]
[] Islands
[] Ditches and Canals
[] Ruderal Grass
[] Continue
Figure 4.4 List of KSC Habitat Types
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_hat t_qpe of additional information would you like?
[] Description of Scrub and Slash Pine habitat
[] Species that utilize Scrub and Slash Pine
[] Location on John F. Kennedy Space Center
[] Pictures of Scrub and Slash Pine habitat
[] Video ol Scrub and Slash Pine habitat
[-l Continue
Figure 4.5 Menu to Access Scrub Habitat Information
.......................... :.:.....................' ..................................:..- - --:_,:, -:,.'.-.----::_::.:-:_'..."."-;_._'.'.:':__j_._ _,_._!i_'_-:_:_:_!_;-.-'_._:..;_;_;.iii_i_i_f;_i_
......::::_._i_::::._._.:_;*_'_._`:_`_:_.._:_::_:_*....:_._:_:::::.'.:......_•...... ... ._ " " ; -" . _ _._.'-_ -:_..:-'_
_|._,:_....,............_ :..........................................:::_: ,_ :_.__:.._i ................._.:;_ .......:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::................-,'_ .-:_
lhe total number o£ priority taxon Pequxr_n_ this habitat Ls I5.
The total number of priority taxon t_sing thxs habitat is ao.
Habitat Use
:_!:i'il
:.:.:..:.
Florida Scrub Ja9 4
Southern Bald Eaqle B4F1
Southeastern Beach House 2R
Eastern Indigo Snake 4 i
Florida Pine Snake 4
E. Diamondback Rattlesnake 4
_ctic Peregrine Falcon F1
Gopher Iortoise 4 i_!_
Gull-billed _ern Fl :::::::.-:
" 4 :: :::::
Bobcat 1 _i
_4
Barn Owl F2 :_:_:_
_ood .ecker 3
_oac_hi 4 ........
3
4 _:._
Merlin i_
Du-_-v--Pu_mv Rattlesnak¢, 4
_, ..... , ...................................... _,_..-_.................: ::.::_:`._:.::.:_:_::.:._:`:....:...`:*:.:_:::*:._::_:_:_:::_:_::._;_.:._:_:i:...:!:_;_i:i::.:_?_i._i:!:i:i:_:ii.:_:ii?:_i_:!iiiii._i]i_!i i_
Figure 4.6 Species that Require and Use Scrub Habitat
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V
What type of additional Plorida gcrub Jay infornation would you like?
[] Seasonal abundance, population slzc, and measures of endangerment
[] Protccled status on John F. Kennedy Space Center
[7 Habitat location on John F. Kennedy' Space Center
[-} Pictures of scrub habitat
[7 Video of scrub
[] Picture of a Florida Scrub Jay
[] Video of a Flmida Scrub Jay
[] General information
I-1 Continue
Figure 4.7 Menu to Access Scrub Jay Information
::_..... __.".___:::__-_:_:e':"_i"_ _:':'_'''>;_:_....._: ................. _" - " :_.:¢..'--_.'-_,_.-:_._-:_,.'-.*,__*.,.. ,_,_-.,.:.--.::..--:_i_.
i::_.:_:::_.:'.!.'::..:_.:_::::.:_:.`::::._._!:!$_i:::._._:;_+:_:_:._:_:.:_:_.:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_:_ _,.........._ ._._._.. .-_.._ .._.,_., _ ,_,,*.. ........ _. .............................. ,...
Florida Scrub Jay (flphelocoma coerulescens coerulescens)
The Florlda Scrub Jag is referred to as a dlsjunct r,ace
o_ Scrub Jay which is widespread in the western U.S. and
_exico. Recent genetic studies have sho_n that the Plorida
Scrub Jag has become distinct enough to be considered a
separate species and it should be oFEiciall9 recognized as
such _ithin the near future (d. Pitzpatrick and D.
_acDonald. pets. comm.>. Its population has declined by at
least 58_. due to habitat loss and degradation (Cox 1987) and
many remaln_n9 populations are vulnerable due to lo_
population size. habitat f_-agmentationo and degradation
(Fitzpatrick et el. 1991).
The _lo_ida Scrub Jay diet consists mainly of insects
and small vertebrates throughout most of the year. _corns
are extremely important in _inter _hen insect numbers are
lo_. Nesting season ranges from late February to early
June. Reproductive success varies £rom one year to the next
at _echbold Biological Station in Highlands County
(_oolEenden and Pitzpatrick 1984) and on _SC (Breinlnge_ and
Smith unpublished data). Unlike the western Scr_tb Jay. the
.......o ...:_.,._....._ ._. :.:._.:,.:.:_..:_.:.:.:_._..: :..-_..:.:_.:;;.×.:<.,:_.:.:.::.:.:.-.:._:.:.:<.::.:_:;:._;;:_.:.:._:.__/_:_.._ ::._;;_.:;:.._:-:_._!:_:_._::;_:::L_:_::::: _-_./-_::_:::::::::.'-:::::::-.:::_:!:.:i_:__?____;..'._i_:_,:;!_ :_.:2!:! !_:-_i_::_:!:!:!:::i:i:!_!_:
Figure 4.8 Textual Scrub Jay Information
,,,,,,-
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A decision support system project has been initiated to develop software to assist with environmental
and natural resource management at KSC. A module for this decision support system was developed
based an the paper-based KSC Environmental Checklist. This checklist must be completed before most
activities of significance can be conducted/completed at KSC. The paper-based checklist requires infor-
mation and expertise that those completing the checklist often don't have and can't easily obtain.
A prototype expert/information system based on this checklist was developed. This system was
developed using KnowledgePro Windows (an expert system and multimedia development tool) and PC
ARC/View (a geographic information system (GIS) data display and analysis tool). The resulting system
requires a PC with Microsoft Windows and PC ARC/View. The checklist was implemented such that
users complete a computer-based checklist in a manner similar to completing the paper-based check list.
Based on items checked, the system requests additional information only as required. Users of the system
can request additional information to complete checklist items through hypertext links. The hypertext
links provide a variety of information. For example, one of the checklist items asks whether endangered
species habitat will be affected. Selection of this link accesses an extensive expert/information system
that provides information about KSC wildlife habitat, KSC habitat locations, wildlife species, and
wildlife habitat requirements. Much of the textual information in this section is based on a biodiversity
publication being prepared by NASA contractor personnel. Hypertext links are used to provide access to
this information. This system also makes extensive use of video clips, graphics, and GIS data.
The prototype system is in a usable form, but many additional features and capabilities should be
added. Suggestions for further development are included in the next section. With only slight
modifications, the habitat and wildlife module could be used as an educational and Iraining tool at KSC
and many other locations including schools.
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VI. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONTINUED WORK
This section describes areas of continued and future work. Suggestions for continued work on the
KSC environmental and natural resources decision support system are given in Appendix D.
The expert system developed in this project is by no means complete. Several improvements to the
habitat module should be made. Additional graphics and video of wildlife and habitat should be added.
Graphics of habitat at various stages of development and for the different seasons of the year should be
added. Additional hypertext links within the program should be added. Further testing of current finks
should also be conducted. At the present time, the GIS data is not linked to the expert system because the
computer used for development did not have enough RAM to aUow both KnowiedgePro Windows and
ARC/View to run concurrently. The habitat module could be slightly modified and used for educational
purposes at KSC, schools, the Fish and Wildlife Service, the National Park Service, and other special
interest groups.
The GIS data for ARC/View should be subdivided based on KSC regions. The time required to
display the current data layers for all of KSC on the computer used for development (33 MHz 486 with 4
Mbytes RAM) is very slow. The habitat layer with slightly over 23,000 polygons requires approximately
16.5 minutes to be entirely displayed. The scrub jay habitat with approximately 7,800 polygons requires
just over 4 minutes for display. Dividing KSC into areas and subdividing the GIS data based on these
regions would improve the display time to an acceptable level. The appropriate regions could be
accessed through a menu or graphically using a map of KSC.
Additional GIS data layers for ARC/View must be converted for use on the PC. Disk space available
on the PC was not adequate to move all of the data desired. Appendix C provides instructions for conver-
sion of the data layers.
Additional expert system modules could be developed and added to the checklist to assist with items
not addressed in the current system. Other GIS data layers would be useful in answering some of the
checklist items. For example, one of the questions asks whether the proposed action will be in the 100 or
500 year flood plains. Only paper copies of these maps are available at the present time.
Other environmental checklists are used at KSC for certain activities. These checklists could also be
implemented as expert systems. Other expert system modules could be developed based on
questions/problems encountered by KSC pollution officers. Development of these expert systems will
also require additional GIS data layers.
Opportunities exist to develop more comprehensive decision support tools for KSC such as those
described in the Related Literature section. Such tools would help with day-to-day operations and long
term planning.
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APPENDIX A. CONVERSION OF ERDAS GIS DATA FOR USE IN ARC/VIEW
ERDAS GIS flies can be used directly by ARC/View. However, when used in this way, the data is
treated as an image and thus statistics are not available within ARC/View. If statistics from ERDAS files
are desired within ARC/View, a conversion process must be followed. If labeling of areas is desired,
include the steps below that will allow labeling of polygons (steps 3-9). The necessary steps are
described below.
1. Use ARCflnfo to convert ERDAS data to ARC GRID format (erdasgrid <in_erdas_file>
<out_grid>).
2. Use ARC/Info to convert the ARC GRID format to the ARC POLY format (gridpoly <in_grid>
<out__cover>). This step is necessary since the statistics desired within ARC/View can't be
obtained from GRID data.
3. Within Info, select the Info file that contains the appropriate GIS layer statistics (SEL <info_file>).
The GIS layer flies that must be modified are those that end with .PAT.
4. Export the information in selected file to an ascii file (EXPORT <filename> ASCII).
5. Cancel the association between the Info file and any external flies (EXTERNAL)
6. Remove the data from the Info file (PURGE).
7. Modify the template of the Info file to include a new column or columns that will contain the labels
that will be added (MODIFY). MODIFY is used to interactively add a colunm or columns. Do
not remove existing columns.
8. An additional column or columns of data can be added to the file that was exported. A simple
CLIPS program was used to add a column containing labels that described numeric polygon labels.
The CLIPS code used for the wetlands data is provided in Appendix B (CLIPS File for Adding
Text Labels to Info Table for Wetlands Layer). Other techniques could also be used to add labels.
For example, soil series names were added as labels when developing the soils layer.
9. Import the external file into the modified template (IMPORT <ascii_file_name> ASCII).
10. The resulting information can now be accessed by ARC/View and the labels added will be
displayed in ARC/View tables.
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APPENDIX B. CLIPS FILE FOR ADDING TEXT LABELS
TO INFO TABLE FOR WETLANDS LAYER
(defrule xx
(declare (salience 5))
(initial-fact)
=>
(open "wetlands.exp" ex.file "r") ;;; open the exported wetlands data file
(open "wet" ex2 "w") ;;; open a file to write new data in
)
(deffule xx2
;;; read original data and determine text label to add - then add new label
(initial-fact)
=>
(bind ?c 1)
(bind ?c2 O)
(while (< ?c2 24000)
(while (< ?c 6)
(bind ?x (read ex.file))
(bind ?c (+ ?c 1))
(fprintout ex2 ?x crlf)
)
(readline ex.file)
(if (= ?x 1) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (= ?x 2) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (= ?x 3) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (= ?x 4) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (= ?x 5) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (= ?x 6) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (= ?x 7) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (= ?x 8) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (= ?x 9) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (= ?x 10) then (fprintout ex2"
(if (or (< ?x 1) (> ?x 10)) then (fprintout ex2"
(fprimout ex2 crlf)
(bind ?c 1)
(bind ?c2 (+ ?c2 1))
)
)
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APPENDIX C. CONVERSION OF UNIX ARC/VIEW COMPATIBLE FILES
FOR USE WITH THE MS WINDOWS ARC/VIEW
Before files that are used with the UNIX ARC/View can be used with the MS Windows version of
ARCNiew, these files must be converted. The conversion process is described below.
1. A file called pcname.c is installed with ARCNiew during the installation of the MS Windows ver-
sion of ARCNiew. This file must be moved to a machine running UNIX and compiled. The exe-
cutable file that is produced should be called pcname.
2. A UNIX shellscript file called pcwksp is also installed during the installation of the MS Windows
version of ARC/View. This file should also be moved to a machine running UNIX. It may be
necessary to modify the shell script to include the path to the pcname executable file that was
created in the previous step.
3. Use pcwksp to create a PC workspace from the UNIX workspace of GIS files (pcwksp
unix_workspace pc_workspace).
4. Copy the PC workspace created in the previous step to the PC with the MS Windows version of
ARC/View. Once copied, the MS Windows version of ARC/View should access the data in a
manner similar to ARC/View on UNIX. The speed at which MS Windows ARC/View displays
coverages may be significantly slower than under UNIX, especially with files containing large
numbers of polygons.
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APPENDIX D. STRATEGY FOR DEVELOPMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL
AND NATURAL RESOURCES DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS AT KSC
1. Identity potential users of the decision support system.
2. Provide key spatial (GIS) data layers to a small group (5 or 6) potential users.
.
.
.
.
7.
8.
ARC/View should be used to provide access to the GIS data. ARC/View is a tool for viewing GIS
data. It aiso provides minimal data manipulation capabilities.
The strengths of ARC/View include: 1) very easy to use - minimal training of those using it would
be required (probably 2 one hour sessions); 2) cost - ARC/View for a PC is less than $500; 3)
NASA contractor personnel are familiar with ARC/View; 4) runs on several machines (PCs under
Microsoft Windows, Macs, and UNIX machines)
Data layers that will be provided initially must be identified. These will likely include: soUs, wet-
lands, vegetation, habitat, facilities, and roads. For this limited number of data layers, existing
computer hard disks may be of suitable size. Additional hard disk space may be required or the
data layers could be placed on CD ROMs.
Involving potential users of software at the initiation of a project is almost always a good idea.
Involvement will increase their support for the project and acceptance of the final product.
Work with potential users of the decision support system to identify their needs and questions they
must answer that require the use of spatial and other environmental and natural resource data.
Providing ARC/View and some GIS data layers to potential users (see above) will provide an
opportunity to better determine what capabilities the decision support systems should have.
Once user needs are identified, decision support system modules can be identified to fit the needs of
the users. Software modules can also be prioritized for development at this point.
The additional data (both GIS and non-spatial) that will be required must also be identified. The
potentiai users can also assist with identification of additional data requirements.
Develop decision support system modules. Prototypes can be quickly delivered to potential users
to gain feedback.
Provide final versions of decision support system modules to potential users.
Maintain and develop new databases.
Maintain software modules.
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